Landing the Dream Job
The focus of this journey is to help students build the “resume” of passions, connections, and experiences that will enable
him/her to land the job they desire. Students develop a “personal brand,” and elevator pitch about themselves, an
appreciation for what inspires them, a resume, and emerging directional roadmap focused on unlocking their desired future.
Most everyone has come to a point in their
life where they struggle with their life
purpose. This often happens in college as
you pick a major, but often repeats
throughout your life as you continue to grow
and change. While often we think about
designing objects or software, less
frequently do we consider designing
ourselves. But, what could be more
important, and rewarding than creating one's
own future.
Through the Landing the Dream Job journey,
people use the ThriveCast Growth Platform
to engage growth opportunities designed to
unlock the career of their dreams.

Dimensions of
Wellness
• Emotional
• Environmental

Through the ThriveCast platform, players first connect
with career exploration stories to motivate and guide
them in unlocking their own career aspirations. The
platform then provides the necessary resources and
enabling community such that all can work towards
the career and life goals that are meaningful to them.

• Spiritual
• Financial
• Intellectual
• Occupational
• Physical
• Social

Different than many other online learning systems, ThriveCast is a growth
platform focused on connecting individuals, inspired through peer stories,
supported through carefully designed learning challenges and peer
mentoring, and culminates in real-world stories of impact, shared back
with the community.

This opportunity is open to all, and can be a
transformative enhancement to any existing program
or individual life. Example implementations include:
• college campuses where students are preparing for
their next job with their new degree,
• K-12 schools to support students getting a jump
start on possible careers, connecting what they are
learning to possible futures they desire,
• community organizations supporting members in life
identifying possible life goals.
This project is a collaboration among the Center for Games and Impact, the
School for the Future of Innovation in Society, and the School of Nursing and
Innovation at Arizona State University. The eight dimensions of wellness were
developed and researched by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration (Samhsa.org), and adapted to the platform in collaboration with
Gloo and the Center for Dependency, Addiction and Rehabilitation.
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